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Archaeology 
3.257 Most of the archaeological and cultural heritage issues are the subject 
of two 
Statements of Common Ground357. The main issues between the parties are 
the setting and use of the Borough Hill Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM). 
3.258 WNDC and DDC made much of the setting of the SAM, but the case 
they presented was seriously confused. For WNDC the evidence was provided 
by Mr Reed, who is a landscape architect, and for DDC by Miss Booth who is 
a Conservation Officer. Both approached the issue as if Borough Hill itself 
was the monument. It is not. The Borough Hill Scheduled Ancient Monument 
is only the top of the hill. 
3.259 There is no doubt that as a large multivallate hillfort, the Borough Hill 
SAM is of national importance. But equally obvious is the fact the Danetree 
proposal does not place built development anywhere near the monument. 
The extent of the SAM is revealed on the plan in Mr Chadwick’s evidence358. 
The Danetree development lies far below it on the lower slopes. It is well 



away from the SAM in terms of both a horizontal and, more particularly, a 
vertical separation. 
3.260 Whether even the upper slopes form part of the setting is debatable. 
But to imagine that built development cannot be allowed on the lower slopes 
of Borough Hill would be a nonsense. One only needs to travel round to the 
western side of the Hill to understand why that proposition does not bear 
scrutiny. Built development is a significant feature of Borough Hill already. 
Extensive built development exists all around the western and southern sides 
of the Hill. Moreover, the most significant parts of the monument on its 
northern flank now form part of the Daventry Golf Course, with its manicured 
lawns and fairways. 
3.261 Having read the evidence of both Mr Reed and Ms Booth one could be 
forgiven for thinking this hill fort rivals Maiden Castle in Dorset or British 
Camp at Malvern for long distance visibility and spectacular earthworks. In 
contrast, the experience when one arrives can only be described as 
disappointing. Aside from the golf course, the SAM itself houses a car park  
356 CD5.19E 
357 CD 11.13 and CD11.16 
358 Appendix 3, (Doc DANE 3.3) 
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and a number of large urban structures associated with the BBC transmitter 
station359. Unprepossessing is the best adjective to describe these features. 
Moreover, as a result of ploughing, and to a lesser extent grazing, the 
physical characteristics of the monument have been greatly eroded. Having 
ignored all these features, an accurate and, in any sense, fair description of 
the monument was sadly lacking from the evidence of both local authority 
witnesses. 
3.262 For Danetree the evidence on archaeology was given by Mr 
Chadwick360. He explained there is no specific guidance on how the setting of 
a SAM should be defined. It requires expert judgment and experience. Mr 
Chadwick’s view is the confusion over Borough Hill the SAM, and Borough Hill 
the landscape feature, has led the WNDC and DDC witnesses to judge views 
of the hill as the setting of Borough Hill. As he explained, that cannot be 
right.  
3.263 By contrast, in Mr Chadwick’s view it is Borough Hill itself, rather than 
the multivallate hillfort, that is visible in views towards the Hill. As a 
consequence the SAM, as opposed to Borough Hill, is not a visible feature in 
long and medium distance views361. This is in stark contrast to, for instance 
Maiden Castle, where multivallate earthwork defences around the hill sides 
are visible from miles away362. The Borough Hill SAM is simply not visible in 
such views and Borough Hill is therefore a landscape feature more 
appropriately assessed in term of landscape and visual, not heritage impact. 
3.264 It is easy to see why the SAM could not have a wide setting. Within 
the central and southern parts of the SAM, it is not until you ‘trip over them’ 
that many elements of the hillfort become apparent: their setting is therefore 
restricted to a very short distance363. In its northern section, the monument 



has been dramatically altered by the golf course, meaning definition of a 
wider setting is again almost impossible. 
3.265 The whole issue of whether the SAM might inhibit development on the 
Danetree site was assessed by DDC as part of its preparation for the draft 
LDD. Heritage considerations, and the Borough Hill SAM in particular, were 
considered in the Daventry Strategic Development Options Study (SDOS). 
Figure 3 shows the relevant heritage considerations. Land where 
development should be avoided is shown in red. That is the monument. 
Land where development would be possible only with considerable 
mitigation, precisely because of the impacts on setting of the SAM is shown 
in orange. None of the Danetree site falls within either the red or the orange 
land. A small part of it falls within the yellow area, but this is where 
development is judged to be possible subject to mitigation (as opposed to 
‘considerable’ mitigation). What remains is the vast majority of the Danetree 
site, none of which was judged to have any effect on the setting of the SAM 
whatsoever. 
359 PoE of Paul Chadwick, page 9, para 3.1.5 (Doc: DANE 3.2) 
360 Elected Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries (FSA) in recognition of his professional 
contribution to 
archaeology. (PoE, para 1.1) 
361 PoE of Paul Chadwick, page 9, para 3.2.3 (Doc: DANE 3.2) 
362 PoE of Paul Chadwick, page 8, para 3.1.7 (Doc: DANE 3.2) 
363 PoE of Paul Chadwick, pages 9 and 10, para 3.2.7 (Doc: DANE 3.2) 
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3.266 It is noticeable that neither DDC, nor in particular WNDC called a 
specialist and dedicated archaeologist to support their case. The witness for 
DDC, Ms Booth, has archaeological qualifications, but her role at DDC is as a 
Conservation Officer. WNDC called no one with any archaeological 
qualifications. The questions put by Mr Whale (on behalf of WNDC) were 
done so on the basis of no expert instructions. 
3.267 English Heritage was consulted on the application. It raised no 
objection364. 
Contemporaneous meeting notes and letters written during the ES and 
application process reveal exactly that. In April 2005, Dr Glyn Coppack of 
English Heritage is recorded as “[i]ndicating he was familiar with both Burnt 
Walls and Borough Hill having dealt with case work on both sites”. He later 
“commented that development on the lower slopes of Borough Hill is not 
critical, especially since there is industrial development to the south (near 
Burnt walls) and a permitted mineral extraction to the east.”365. This accords 
entirely with the work conducted for the SDOS report, which was published in 
the same month. It also accords with Dr Coppack’s earlier view from 2001, 
recorded in a letter from Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners, when Dr Coppack’s 
views were summarised as follows: 
“That development of housing and employment uses on land surrounding the 
SAMs would be supported by English Heritage so long as it can be demonstrated 
that the setting of the SAMs would not be adversely affected from longer distance 
viewpoints – you considered that the illustrative layout presented to you at the 
meeting and attached to the enclosed report accommodated development at the 



lower contours of the slopes to Borough Hill and Burtn Walls and, therefore, 
appeared likely to be acceptable in that regard..” 366 

3.268 The 2005 meeting note also records Dr Glyn Coppack’s professional 
views in these terms: “His opinion is that views out from Borough Hill are 
much more important than views in.”367. That accords entirely with the views 
of Mr Chadwick. It is then within that context that one needs to consider the 
nature of the views out. To this end the conclusion expressed by the 1995 
Local Plan Inspector is most instructive: “It is well to remember that the 
present outlook from Borough Hill is contemporary and probably bears no 
resemblance to that viewed from the fortifications when they served a 
practical purpose.”368. DDC certainly see no disadvantage in the “hill being a 
vantage point for viewing Daventry town and its rural surroundings”369. The 
same would apply to the Danetree development, but on the other side of the 
hill. 
364 Letter from English Heritage to DDC: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 7: (Doc: 
DANE 
3.3): see also Paul Chadwick’s PoE, page 17-18, para 3.6.3 onwards 
365 Meeting Note 25 April 2005: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 6: (Doc: DANE 
3.3) first page 
366 Letter to Dr Coppack from Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners, 18 December 2001: shown in 
PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 5: (Doc: DANE 3.3): see also the report attached to that 
letter and the second half of para 3.9. 
367 Meeting Note 25 April 2005: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 6: (Doc: DANE 
3.3) 
368 Daventry Local Plan Inspector’s report: paragraph 4.57Exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, 
Appendix 
4: (Doc: DANE 3.3) 
369 PoE of Stephen Ellis, page 33, para 7.71 (Doc DDC1) 
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3.269 Despite all this history and having raised no objection to the 
application, English Heritage apparently changed their mind in late October 
2008, shortly before the exchange of evidence in this appeal. Their new 
position was expressed in a letter sent to WNDC. In paragraph 2, Dr Coppack 
attempts to explain “the context” of the “advice dated 2 May 2007”. It is, 
with respect, unconvincing given all that had gone before. In his “Dear Will” 
letter to Mr Reed of December 2008, he affects a dramatic volte face 
claiming the monument has a strong connection with its surroundings, 
including “views in”. That is wholly inconsistent with what he said before and 
his assertion in the same letter that “English Heritage advice has been 
consistent…” is not consistent with the facts. It is however, very noticeable 
that Dr Coppack did not give evidence at the inquiry, and nor did WNDC 
present any other expert to support his position. 
3.270 Turning now to how Borough Hill is used: pre-application discussions 
with English Heritage clearly indicated that whilst Borough Hill may be a 
useful recreational open space, the management of the SAM leaves much to 
be desired370. The Danetree application was clearly viewed by Dr Coppack as 
providing the foundation for significant improvements371. His view is recorded 
in the following terms: “On Borough Hill looking to Danetree Consortium for 
some enhancement, concerned about grazing regime, the need to improve 



access, need for interpretation: Ditto Burnt Walls”372. The point is repeated in 
many places, including the January 2009 Daventry Infrastructure Studies, 
Main Report: “Seek opportunities including through contributions from new 
development to achieve the aspiration to enhance the existing Borough Hill 
Country Park as a town wide facility”373. The Danetree proposal would do this, 
with a Section 106 contribution of £¼ million. This enhancement of the 
Borough Hill open space accords with the views of CABE. In this context it is 
genuinely difficult to understand DDC’s concern that more people using 
Borough Hill as an open space might be a matter of concern374.  
3.271 DDC raised concerns over the Burnt Walls SAM, which is in very close 
proximity to large scale industrial development. The Daventry Interim 
Masterplan and now the EJCS put paid to any argument that development 
should be excluded from the area near this monument. The view expressed 
by Dr Coppack in April 2005 was that he opposed further industrial 
development (no tin sheds) around the Burnt Walls SAM, but he was not 
opposed to low density development375. The Danetree proposal provides a 
buffer of land between the employment proposal and the SAM. 
370 PoE Chadwick, page 23, para 4.2.2. (Doc: DANE 3.2) 
371 Meeting Note 25 April 2005: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 6: (Doc: DANE 
3.3): 
bottom of first page and top of second page 
372 Meeting Note 25 April 2005: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 6: (Doc: DANE 
3.3): 2nd 

para of second page 
373 DIS, Main Report, page 7, para i), (Doc CD4.7) 
374 PoE Stephen Bird (DDC), pages 34 and 35, paras 7.76 and 7.77 (Doc DDC1) 
375 Meeting Note 25 April 2005: exhibited in PoE of Paul Chadwick, Appendix 6: (Doc: DANE 
3.3): 
bottom of first page 
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3.272 In truth there never was any issue over the setting of the two SAMs. 
The Danetree proposal was specifically designed around the setting of the 
Borough Hill SAM, based on the independent views expressed by Atkins in 
the SDOS and Dr Coppack at English Heritage. It led English Heritage to raise 
no objection with the application. Their last minute volte face is therefore 
difficult to reconcile and certainly at odds with the overwhelming weight of  
evidence. 


